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NanoDefine in a nutshell:
The EU FP7 NanoDefine project was launched in November 2013 and will run until October 2017. The project is dedicated to support the implementation of the EU Recommendation on the Definition of Nanomaterial
by the provision of the required analytical tools and respective guidance. Main goal is to develop a novel
tiered approach consisting of (i) rapid and cost-efficient screening methods and (ii) confirmatory measurement methods. The "NanoDefiner" eTool will guide potential end-users, such as concerned industries and
regulatory bodies as well as enforcement and contract laboratories, to reliably classify if a material is nano,
or not. To achieve this objective, a comprehensive inter-laboratory evaluation of the performance of current
characterisation techniques, instruments and software is performed. Instruments, software and methods are
further developed. Their capacity to reliably measure the size of particulates in the size range 1-100 nm and
above (according to the EU definition) is validated. Technical reports on project results are published to
reach out to relevant stakeholders, such as policy makers, regulators, industries and the wider scientific
community, to present and discuss our goals and results, to ensure a continuous exchange of views,
needs and experiences obtained from different fields of expertise and application, and to finally integrate the
resulting feedback into our ongoing work on the size-related classification of nanomaterials.
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List of Acronyms (from D7.10)
AC

analytical disc- and cuvette centrifugation

AFM

atomic force microscopy

ALS

angular light scattering

AUC

analytical ultra-centrifugation

BET

Brunauer–Emmett–Teller Method

CLS

centrifugal liquid sedimentation

CM

characterisation method

CPC

condensation particle counter

CRM

certified reference material

DLS

dynamic light scattering

DEMA

differential electrical mobility analysis

EC

European Commission

EM

electron microscopy

ESZ

electrical sensing zone

FFF

field flow fractionation

LD

laser diffraction

NP

nanoparticle(s)

PTA

particle tracking analysis

PSD

particle size distribution

SAXS

small-angle X-ray scattering

SEM

scanning electron microscopy

SOP

standard operating procedure

sp ICP-MS

single particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

TEM

transmission electron microscopy

TRPS

tuneable resistive pulse sensing

TSEM

scanning electron microscopy in transmission mode

USSP

ultrasonic spectroscopy

VSSA

volume-specific surface area

WAXD

wide angle x-ray diffraction
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Executive summary
The case studies D7.13 are seen as a key for the testing of the decision tree (D7.5) and of the etool (D7.12), and covered a variety of materials, data quality and operators.
The decision tree was found to be internally consistent: Case studies explored both Tier 1 (powder
route) and Tier 1 (suspension route), and benchmarked against a Tier 2 method (SEM or TEM).
We obtained zero cases of inconsistent classification, but two cases remained inconclusive for
reasons beyond the scope of the decision tree or etool. One case study identified limits of the linear, hierarchical decision flow scheme for articles (sunscreen), whereas the flow scheme and
etool are intended for substances.
In all cases we obtained consistent results from manual assessment and from e-tool assessment.
The input parameters for the case studies are to be implemented as default options in the e-tool:
Future users can select an existing case study, and can then replace only the specific parameters
by which their new material differs from the case study material. This will save time and enhances
comparability.
The case studies show remaining challenges for the implementation of the EU definition, but clearly demonstrate the consistency of the decision tree and e-tool.
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1. Process of Case Studies
The case studies D7.13 are seen as a key for the testing of the decision tree (D7.5) and of the etool (D7.12). We would like to test primarily the decision tree and address the e-tool as well. The
original delivery date at month 48 was considered too late because the results would not allow to
further improve the decision tree and the e-tool. Consequently it was agreed to start work on this
deliverable as of July 2016 and a draft is expected by the end of 2016. The case studies will be
refined in 2017, testing the improved functionality of the e-tool and revised guidance.

1.1. Criteria for selection of case studies from NanoDefine WP1
For proper testing of the decision tree and e-tool case studies should exemplify both nano and
non-nano classifications. Several criteria contribute to make a case study valuable for the testing
and refinement of e-tool, decision tree and method manual:


Challenging size distribution:
o

One or more case studies should have a median size close to borderline (rare in
WP1, seeking advice from WP3)

o

One case study could be a mixture: homogeneous in chemical composition, bimodal in size distribution (work was started on bimodal BaSO4 mixtures in WP3)



Challenging morphology (seeking advice from WP5)



Quantity of existing data, enabling the case study to explore the effects of conflicting
classification by different methods, tiers, labs... (seeking advice from WP3, 4, 5)



Industrial relevance (given for most WP1 materials anyway, see 1.2)

1.2. Motivation for further case studies from industrial contributors (external to
NanoDefine)
Recently industry has faced the challenging task of screening all “particulate” products for classification as non-nano or nano as it was explicitly required by certain member states by means of
national reporting obligations.
The materials that were provided in WP1 for the NanoDefine project anticipated very well the materials that now turn out to be reported in high tonnage to the French registry: SiO2, CaCO3,
TiO2, Kaolin, Iron(hydr)oxide pigments, organic (azo, pyrrolo, ..) pigments, Al2O3.. However according to the ANSES report (2015) some materials which are not included in NanoDefine WP1,
specifically Carbon Black, PVC and Boehmite (AlOOH), are reported in high tonnage as nanomaterials on the French market, and thus may be of great relevance for the project.
Furthermore these materials present additional technical challenges that are not fully reflected by
the materials initially chosen in NanoDefine WP1. Consequently the present task seeks to add
further case studies that are specifically challenging with respect to one or more of the following
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properties:


Particles of odd shape ?



Materials with multimodal distribution



Particles of large size (>1µm) in volume metrics ?



Materials of soluble or reactive substance?



Substances of high tonnage registered in French nanomaterials registry (R-Nano.fr Declaration of nanomaterials)



Chemically heterogeneous materials mixtures ?



Chemically homogeneous (same substance) materials consisting of nanoparticles of different shape

Such properties as: odd shape, large size and solubility are irrelevant for classification by the EC
definition, but they complicate considerably the decision-making practice and thus studying them
will provide an added value to Nanodefine results. Moreover some of these properties may be of
importance while applying specific product regulation (e.g only insoluble nanomaterials are addressed in Cosmetic Product Regulation 1223/2009). Several industry representatives at the
NanoDefine – VCI symposium in Frankfurt 2016 were interested to participate in NanoDefine
case studies and in testing process of the e-tool, therefore the case studies with appropriate datasets are invited from external stakeholders.
To further confirm the results of decision tree and e-tool testing at least one case study of Category 1
or 2 (no new data) will be perform in parallel on the same material by an industrial partner and by a
regulatory partner, to compare potentially different interpretation of the process.

1.3. Execution of case studies
According to the data availability the chosen materials were grouped in three categories of case
studies:
o

Category 1: Materials for which data were generated in NanoDefine project by
applying NanoDefine protocols.

o

Category 2: Materials for which data exists and were obtained by methods and
protocols that do not contradict methods and protocols advised by NanoDefine
project.

o

Category 3: Materials for which data are going to be generated by using methods and protocols advised by NanoDefine following the decision tree.

All participants were provided the D7.5 decision tree (see next page) and by WP5 an extract on
concepts of TEM Evaluation, consistent with D7.10.
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The execution of case studies should include in the following order:


Classification of the case study in one of the above mentioned categories



Availability of data and data compliance check for each node of the decision tree according to the chosen category:
o

Category 1: Use only data generated in NanoDefine by NanoDefine protocols

o

Category 2: Check if existing data are obtained by methods that do not contradict NanoDefine protocols (e.g. from OECD sponsorship program)

o

Category 3: Generate data as you proceed along the decision tree, using methods that adhere to NanoDefine protocols



The thorough description of the following the decision tree from “Basic classification” until
a classification as “No nanomaterial” or “Nanomaterial” is reached.
o

Report on the results of each step and the decision made that lead to the next
step of the decision tree as described in the section 1.4

o

Report on unavoidable deviations (these might indicate the need to revise the
methods manual).



Documentation additionally the decision proposed by NanoDefiner e-tool
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o

in 2016, NanoDefine-internal partners should perform the decision-making also
be entering the x50 values in the alpha version of the e-tool. Only the TEM and
the BET data analyser will be incorporated by September 2016 and can be used.


o

Attach the reporting pdf to the case study.

in 2017, all case studies should be performed and documented in the
NanoDefine beta version e-tool, incl. full measurement data import.




Details to be planned in 2017.

…

1.4. Documentation of decision-making process for each case study

As 1-page word document:


chemical substance name (and material IRMM / OECD code, if applicable)



additional resources employed (other data, expertise, equipment)



final classification



approximate time required for each step of decision-making.



summary assessment of:
o

reliability of classification: Does it match your expectation?


If not, attach evidence (data) that in your opinion suggest a different
classification

o

main sources of ambiguity in classification

o

options for improved guidance by NanoDefine (NanoDefiner, Method Manual,
etc)

o

options for flow scheme simplification without loss of certainty

o

options for improved and/or simplified documentation in NanoDefiner

In the tabular template (see below):


Orientating evidence from existing data (data sheets, intended use, quality control, R&D,
…) to perform the “Basic Classification” and to assist in the “Check of dispersability”.



Considerations made at each node of the decision tree


Methods used, equipment used, value obtained. Only the performed steps

should be reported (i.e. leave empty cells in the nodes not executed)As 1-slide .pptx
document:


For supporting visual documentation, use the .pptx of the decision tree and delete all
boxes and arrows, except the ones that you chose to follow.

As separate file(s):
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measurement results in accessible format (to be imported into NanoDefiner in 2017)

Box of the decision
tree

Methods
used,
equipment
used (if
any)

Considerations
made

Decision
taken

Value
used in
decision
nodes

Approx.
time required
for this
box

Sources of
ambiguity

Basic classification
Check of dispersability
Choice of powder/suspension measurement
Skip tier 1
Tier 1 powder-based
method (BET)
VSSA > 6
Determination of shape
(descriptive SEM)
VSSA > 10/20/30
VSSA > 20/40/60
Accept
Tier 1 mobility-based
method
X50 > 100
Accept
Verify plausibility (descriptive SEM or BET)
Dispersion OK
X50 > 250
Accept
Tier 2 E-Microscopy
X50 < 100nm
X50 > 100nm
Final classification of
the material

nanomaterial

Not nano material
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1.5. Selection of Case Studies

This deliverable contains three categories of case studies, which each take a distinct perspective:
1. NanoDefine Materials extensively tested in NanoDefine already


Case study uses data generated in NanoDefine WP3 – WP4 – WP5



Responsible: D7.13 partners (BASF, L'Oreal, RIKILT, Solvay, BfR)
o

BAM13a TiO2 @ sunscreen

L’Oréal

o

IRMM384 CaCO3

Solvay

o

IRMM385 Kaolin

BASF

o

IRMM-389 BMA copolymer

RIKILT

2. Additional OECD sponsorship program materials from the JRC repository


Case study uses existing data obtained by methods that are not in contradiction to
NanoDefine.



Responsible: JRC-IHCP
o

ZnO NM113

JRC F.2 (=former IHCP)

o

SW/MW CNT, graphene

BfR

3. Additional materials with challenges not represented by WP1 materials


Case study uses new data, to be generated according to NanoDefine guidance at own expenses of the contributors. Specifically, these case studies should address odd shapes, instable/soluble materials, large size.



Responsible: external contributors from the NanoDefine-VCI workshop
o

Plastics granulates


(M Voetz, Bayer and NanoDefine advisory board)

Of note, this material is analogous to PVC granulates.

o

Iron oxides

(U. Hempelmann, Lanxess)

o

Silica, pyrogenic

(B. Braun, Evonik)
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2. Results of Case Studies performed in July – Nov 2016
2.1. Case Study CaCO3 (IRMM384)
Contributed by A. Ghanem, Solvay.


Calcium carbonate CaCO3, fine grade powder (IRMM-384)



Data used for the decision :
o

AC-cuv-RI dispersion data from BASF

o

VSSA and Feret(min) data from Table 1 of the paper on VSSA submitted to JNR

o

SEM micrograph (Figure 1f) from the paper on VSSA submitted to JNR



Not a nanomaterial



approximate time required for each “tier”, for decision-making : < 5 min



summarizing assessment of:
o

reliability of classification: Does it match your expectation? Yes


performed assessment by all options in Tier 1, coming to the same conclusion by
all methods: powder-based method with shape information, mobility-based method with plausibility check by BET or with plausibility check by SEM.

o

main sources of ambiguity in classification :


I wonder whether checking dispersibility should be a part of the decision tree, because such property should be known beforehand (and this is useful for all tiers
and not only tier 1) >> remove the pink box



Descriptive SEM is not so simple, both for checking plausibility and for assessment of particle shape; problem of particle debris and representativeness >> Validity of the result of descriptive SEM?



VSSA strongly depends on the assumed particle shape



The VSSA of this material (15 m /cm ) is close to the cut-off value 16 m /cm ) for

2

3

2

3

rods and the uncertainty on such data is not specified


Uncertainty on the conversion from mass to number metrics of the AC-cuv-RI data, especially for such non-spherical particles
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Box of the decision
tree

Methods used,
equipment used
(if any)

Considerations made

Decision taken

Basic classification

Yes

Check of dispersability
Choice of powder
measurement
Skip tier 1

Yes
Yes

Tier 1 powder-based
method (BET)
VSSA > 6 m²/cm³

Value used in
decision nodes

No

BET

Determination of shape
(descriptive SEM)
VSSA > 10/20/30
m²/cm³
VSSA > 20/40/60
m²/cm³
Accept

Particles are cigar-like

Shape determination
Yes
Yes

2

VSSA=15m /cm

3

Assume rod
shape
2
3
VSSA=15m /cm

VSSA is affected by assumed particle
shape
Particle shape is not strictly rod-like and
there are many debris

No
2

VSSA < 16 m /cm

3

2

3

Yes:
Not a nanomaterial

VSSA=15m /cm

Decision taken

Value used in decision nodes

Final classification
Box of the decision
tree

Sources of ambiguity

Methods used,
equipment used
(if any)

Considerations made

Basic classification

Yes

Check of dispersability
Choice of suspension
measurement
Skip tier 1

Yes
Yes

Tier 1 mobility-based

Yes

No
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method
X50 < 100 nm

Accept
Verify plausibility (BET)

AC-cuv-RI

Box of the decision
tree

Assume particles are
rods (d=4/VSSA)

X50 < 250 nm

SEM
SEM

Particle shape is not strictly rod-like

Feret(min)=157 nm
Not a nanomaterial

Methods used,
equipment used
(if any)

Considerations made

Decision
taken
Yes
Yes
Yes

Tier 1 mobility-based
method
X50 < 100 nm

yes

Dispersion OK
X50 > 250 nm

d(VSSA)=267 nm
Yes
No
No: Go to Tier 2

Basic classification
Check of dispersability
Choice of suspension
measurement
Skip tier 1

Accept
Verify plausibility (descriptive SEM)

Conversion from mass to number metrics, especially for non-spherical particles

No

Dispersion OK
X50 > 250 nm
Accept
Tier 2 E-Microscopy
X50 < 100nm
X50 > 100nm
Final classification

X50=231.8 nm

Value used
in decision
nodes

Sources of ambiguity

X50=231.8
nm

Conversion from mass to number metrics, especially for non-spherical particles

No

AC-cuv-RI

Manual measurements of 16
particles on Figure 1f of the
VSSA paper submitted to JNR

No
Yes

Feret min
(avg)=171
nm

Yes
No
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Accept
Tier 2 E-Microscopy
X50 < 100nm
X50 > 100nm

No

SEM
SEM

X50 < 250 nm

Go to Tier 2

Feret(min)
=157 nm

Final classification

Not a nanomaterial
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2.2. Case Study Iron Oxides
Contributed by U. Hempelmann, Lanxess.

Data covers both powder + mobility (both borderline)
 TEM with N=1000 (method description available,
example shown is Red1))
Substance: α-Fe2O3 (CAS-Nr. 1309-37-1)
Dispersion: 0.1 g of pigment in 50 ml of dispersant media will be dispersed by mean of ultrasonication (2 minutes, 200 W, finger type in a 100 ml glass
beaker);

Adsorption data
Samples

Density

BET

g/cm³

m²/g

TEM data (Feret diameter)

Sw
m²/g

VSSA

Median/min

Median/max

m²/cm³

nm

nm

Shape

Aspect
ratio

LS
% particles

D[4,3]

D[1,0]

<100 nm

nm

nm

Fe2O3 Red 1

5.22

13.3

-

69.4

104

160

Rhom/irr.

1.4

47

370

100

Fe2O3 Red 2

5.22

14.8

-

77.3

82

124

Rhom/irr.

1.5

66

380

100

Fe2O3 Red 3

5.22

12.2

-

63.7

84

128

Rhom/irr.

1.5

65

250

70

The particle size distribution was determined by Image Analysis in accordance with the Council Regulation (EC JRC73260, nanomaterial). The test method
is in all essential part identical with the OECD Guideline, Test no. 110, method B.
The pigment was dispersed in about 10 ml of distilled water by means of ultrasound for 1min with the power of 100W. Thus, agglomerates are destroyed
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forming single or aggregated particles. The particles are placed on a TEM grid and tested by high resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (HR
STEM Company: FEI, QS- No.: 02464; SOP 00013 Vers.2; Reference Material: UER3 922.00). For the determination of the particle size distribution, 43 pictures have been taken by STEM at a magnification between 100.000 and 500.000 times. The particle size distribution of the primary particles of inorganic
pigments is obtained by evaluation of a series of stored images. The evaluation is performed by “analySIS Pro” (Software from Olympus). From the area of
each particle, the diameter of a circle of equal area is calculated, and stored as particle diameter. The diameter range, usually 0.01 to 1.0 μm, is divided into
64 size classes equally spaced on a logarithmic diameter scale. A histogram is generated showing the number of particles in each size class. The total
number is normalized to 100 percent.
Approximately 1000 particles are identified and evaluated. For the agglomerates present, the primary particles building up the agglomerate are evaluated,
and not the agglomerate itself. Complex agglomerates are ignored.
TEM statistics Red 1

Red 2

Red 3
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2.3. Case Study Silica
Contributed by B. Braun, Evonik
Tested Material: AEROSIL® 200 (pyrogenic synthetic amorphous silica; EC number 231-545-4)
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Box of the decision
tree

Methods used,
equipment used
(if any)

Basic classification

Check of dispersability

Choice of pow-

Propeller Stirrer, Ultraturrax, Sonification, Conti TDS and
others

Considerations made

Decision
taken

The material is not a nanomaterial by EU definition (orange box)
The material is a nanostructured
material consisting of aggregates and agglomerates

The decision
tree indicates
that
nanostructured materials are not to
be considered as nanomaterials;
in spite of
this classification would
be “possible
nanomaterial
because The
material is a
particular
material
Both, measurement as
dispersion
and powder
will be considered to
get a better
feeling.
Just skipping
Tier 1 excludes the
possibility of
less expensive methods
than TEM
See above

The material is highly aggregated and agglomerated. Depending on the energy input disagglomeration takes place or
aggregates will be broken up.
Different equipment leads to different results.
Primary particles cannot be detected in dispersion

Value used
in decision
nodes
Possible
Nanomaterial

Sources of ambiguity

Measurement as dispersion
Measurement as
powder

In theory if only the fact would have been
known that the material is highly aggregated and agglomerated and difficult to
disperse, the “powder” route might be the
right way of choosing. For the sake of
completeness the entire decision tree is
followed further on.
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der/suspension measurement
Skip tier 1

See above

Tier 1 powder-based
method (BET)

General uncertainty of density measurement, especially for nanostructured materials (up to 30% deviation from theoretical value)

VSSA > 6 m²/cm³

BET nitrogen
ISO 9277

Determination of shape
(descriptive SEM)

SEM -> TEM

BET should give high value because of small primary particles
that are aggregated together.
Aggregates have no visible
boundaries so that constituent
particles may be interpreted as a
much larger entity
VSSA and particle size have no
direct correlation, i.e. VSSA
cannot be used as a characterizer for this material
The material is aggregated and
agglomerated and would be
classified as other (instead of
speroidal, fibre, etc.)

VSSA > 10/20/30
m²/cm³
VSSA > 20/40/60
m²/cm³
Accept

Tier 1 mobility-based
method

VSSA > 6

Yes

Shape of primary particles would be
spheroidal, however they are chemically
bonded together to aggregates; thus,
constitutent particles cannot be described by any “standard” shape
VSSA > 30

Yes

VSSA > 60

Yes
No

DLS, LD

Different methods have been
applied leading to completely
different results depending on
the assumed shape, operator,
operation conditions, etc.
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X50 < 100 nm

No

Accept
Verify plausibility (descriptive SEM or BET)
Dispersion OK
X50 > 250 nm
Accept

No

Tier 2 E-Microscopy

X50 < 100nm
X50 > 100nm
Final classification

No decision could be taken here. Primary
particles could not be measured using
dispersion techniques. Constituent particles are aggregates and it is not clear
which diameter should be taken for the
measurement
See reasoning above

No

TEM acc. ASTM

Depending on the consideration
of either primary or constituent
particles and the diameter used
x50 can be considered either
above or below 100 nm

X50 < 100

Yes
No
nanomaterial

Not a nanomaterial
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2.4. Case Study Plastic granulates
Contributed by M Voetz, Bayer

Plastic granulates are „particulate materials with large size in volume metrics“ (specifically: on the order of few
millimeters). They are produced by chopping polymer strands. At following steps of the value chain, the granulates are typically molten again by extrusion and the polymer melt is injection molded to macroscopic (millimeter
to meter) components and parts. (false color image of a polycarbonate granulate).

Decisiontree case study PC M2600


Polycarbonat M2600 (Covestro) 1,2 g/cm³



N2-BET Measurement (< 0,04m²/g ) see Hobeika20161004_16P0231.pdf => VSAA < 0.048 m²/cm³



No Nanomaterial by EU Definition



approximate time required for 2h including measurement.



summarizing assessment of:
o

reliability of classification match my expectation

Decisiontree case study PC/SAN with Glasfibre GF-10


PC/SAN with Glasfibre GF-10 1,23 g/cm³



N2-BET

Measurement

(<

0,04m²/g

)

see

Hobeika20161004_16P0231.pdf=>
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VSAA < 0.049 m²/cm³


No Nanomaterial by EU Definition



approximate time required for 2h including measurement.



summarizing assessment of:
o

reliability of classification match my expectation
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Case Study Kaolin (IRMM 385)
Contributed by W Wohlleben, BASF



chemical substance name: Kaolin IRMM385



final classification:



approximate time required for each step of decision-making.
o

nanomaterial

See table. In total, 15 Minutes with no waiting time if BET and platelet shape are known already (both is
routinely known for this class of materials).



summary assessment of:
o

reliability of classification: Does it match your expectation?


Before NanoDefine Kaolins were not considered as nanomaterial.



The classification does match our educated expectation, compare also the significant notification of Kaolins in France (despite their
natural origin, but clearly producers started to realize the nanostructure by thickness)

o

main sources of ambiguity in classification


aspect ratio is a clear case for Kaolin, but is otherwise can contribute up
to 67% error. (NanoDefine VSSA paper) This is relevant only in the borderline region!

o

options for improved guidance by NanoDefine (NanoDefiner, Method Manual,
etc)


instead of “check dispersability”, better use “pre-existing knowledge to
expect successful validity/plausibility checks by either route of measurement”. This does not require SEM for all materials, especially not for
those outside the borderline region.
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Box of the decision
tree

Methods used,
equipment used
(if any)

Considerations made

Decision
taken

Value used in
decision nodes

Approx. time
required for
this box

Sources of ambiguity

Basic classification
Check of dispersability
Choice of powder/suspension measurement

not performed
Known to be platelet material. Mobility methods cannot
directly assess thickness, but
VSSA can.
Cost. Availability of BET data.

Skip tier 1

Tier 1 powder-based
method (BET)
VSSA > 6

Determination of shape
(descriptive SEM)

BET by ISO
9277:2010, and
bulk density (tabulated)
aqueous suspension, drop on carbon grid, SEM

Non-optimized sample prep.
Routine is by dispersion.
Would have been more intelligent to prep as powder

VSSA > 10/20/30
VSSA > 20/40/60
Accept
Tier 2 E-Microscopy
X50 < 100nm

X50 > 100nm

Zeiss Supra 40 between 5 kV and 20
kV, inLens detector

For purposes of the case
study only, to show validity
Powder sample prep in order
not to orient the platelets:
Powder on bulk Al, blow off

powder

5 min

no

0 € vs 800 €

5 min (as I
knew the
costs)

Yes

42 m²/cm³
(corresponding
to platelet thickness = 48 nm)

2 weeks waiting time, if new
BET ordered.

Done

Technician
time approx. 1
h

Yes
Yes
Yes

5 min.

Yes

Platelet thickness: 37 nm

No
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Final classification of
the material

nanomaterial

2.5. Case Study ZnO (NM113) – A
Contributed by A Mech, JRC-Ispra
We have analysed sample NM-113, ZnO, from OECD WPMN sponsorship program.
As agreed we have not performed any laboratory testing and we base our case study strictly on the data from JRC report on ZnO.
Our material is a border line case and we decided to perform our case study in two ways:
A)
Strictly following the decision tree
B)
Ignoring the results of SEM image ( node : BET shape determination) and exercise the BET path on such
harsh conditions.
1) ZnO, NM-113 (hygroscopic, white fluffy powder) tested in OECD WPMN Sponsorship program.
2) As agreed JRC has not performed any laboratory testing of the material and all information included in this
case studied was taken from JRC Technical Report (Ref): NM-Series of Representative Manufactured Nanomaterials. Zinc Oxide NM-110, NM-111, NM-112, NM-113. Characterisation and Test Item Preparation.
3) Final classification
Not possible to draw conclusions (due to EM methods / EM data quality)
4) approximate time required for each “tier”, for decision-making.
The presented case study bases on already available information, thus the testing time required for
each node cannot be reported.
JRC has no access to information on how long each experimental node could last thus the only time
that can be reported regards the time needed for decision-making once all data are known. This is included in the table as a last column
5) summarizing assessment of:
o

reliability of classification: Does it match your expectation?


Base on available data and considering the lack of possibility of further data analysis the assessment matches the expectations.
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o

main sources of ambiguity in classification


Main ambiguity in the classification is related to the reliability of available data and their analysis and does not come from the decision flow scheme itself.
How the Semi-automated Quantitative TEM analysis was performed and which exactly objects (particles/agglomerates/aggregates)
were considered for final count and eventually for histograms is not reported in the source. From the TEM images presented as an
example one could assume that the primary particles were not isolated from the agglomerates/aggregates and eventually all objects
were considered evenly for final particle count. This type of analysis is not in line with NanoDefine recommendation and thus did not
allow for the final classification of the material.

o

options for improved guidance by NanoDefine (NanoDefiner, Method Manual, etc)


The decision flow scheme requires from the user to perform a dispersivity check before taking a decision which type of analysis:
powder or dispersion to perform. It is unclear how this dispersivity check should be carried out and how the results should b e assessed. Currently NanoDefine Methods manual do not provide any guidance on that matter living this node unsupported and forcing
the user to search in other sources for explanations. Furtermore, the user cannot be sure if once performed dispersibility check is in
compliance with NanoDefine decision tree as the analysis could have been perfomerd according to a protocol that is not accepted/reccomended by NanoDefine.
Thus we strongly recommend including dispersivity check techniques into the next version of Methods Manual.

o

options for flow scheme simplification without loss of certainty

We would like to propose to exchange the dispersivity check obligatory for both powder and dispersion analysis with descriptive SEM image
(see file: JRC_proposed_Scheme.pptx) .


We have found the initial node of "dispersivity check" as an obligatory step before deciding which type of analysis i.e. powder of dispersion
to perform very ambiguous. Currently no methods are recommended for that node by NanoDefine which makes it very difficult. One of the
methods that are commonly used for disepersivity check is DLS. But if user should perform dispersivity check with Tier 1 mobility technique
it can go directly to the Tier 1 method node and eventually save some time. Additionally the "non nanomaterial" classification resulting from
mobility methods always requires plausibility check done by SEM or BET, thus the potential mistake in the material classification coming
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from possible aggregation/agglomeration of the material is avoided. On the other hand if user knows from the beginning that would choose
powder path the additional DLS study could be avoided leading to less time consuming and more economical testing. It is truth that in BET
case DLS measurement may provide some information (polidisperivity index) on modality of the sample that is important for BET analysis
however it is not always the case. Thus even in the current version of decision three, with no additional plausibility check on BET classification for "non-nanomaterial" (<6) multimodality of the sample (unknown by the user) may lead to false non-nanomaterial classification. To
be sure what should be exactly the safe threshold of BET for this node additional modelling and analysis would be neecessary. On the other
hand for both mobility and BET analysis the initial descriptive SEM scan could be of great importance. For both types of analysis the particle
shape/multimodality/aggregation/agglomeration are a key parameters and they determination could be achieved by performing the initial
descriptive SEM image instead of "dispersivity check" for both paths. In this way at the very beginning of the decision tree the user can decided if the BET analysis or a specific mobility tier 1 method can possibly be used for his material analysis. This would also eliminate any
kind of doubt that may arise for BET node ( <6) for non-nanomaterial classification. Additionally SEM is also one of two methods eventually
to be used for plausibility check in dispersion path for "non-nanomaterial" thus there would not be a need for additional testing.
The possibility of deciding at the beginning if a method can even be used for a given material gives a possibility to eliminate unnecessary
testing.
For example, for a material that has VSSA larger than 6 and its modality is unknown currently the BET path consist of 4 steps (assuming
that diespersivity check would not provide reliable information on multimodality of the sample)
1 step dispersibility check→dispersion not possible→2 step BET→ result: VSSA > 6 → 3 step shape determination SEM→results: mix of
various shapes and sizes→4 step Tier 2 TEM analysis
If dispersivity check would be exchange with descriptive SEM BET analysis would be avoided lowering the cost and shortening the time of
the analysis (2 steps only)
1 step shape determination SEM→results: mix of various shapes and sizes→2 step Tier 2 TEM analysis


Another issue regards the BET analysis and the possibility of going to tier 2 method directly after determination of shape by SEM. Currently
there is no option to go directly to tier 2 at this point of the flow scheme even if the SEM image reveals that the analysed material is highly
heterogeneous in shape or size (so no other path can be taken). This should be introduced.

o

options for improved and/or simplified documentation in NanoDefiner
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JRC case study bases on the available data reported in JRC technical report. JRC doesn't have an access to the original data files.
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Box of the decision
tree

Methods used, equipment
used
(if any)

Basic classification

Check of dispersability

Considerations
made

Decision taken

Value used in decision nodes

Sources of ambiguity

May be a nanomaterial

Check for dispersability

Fluffy, white powder. Monotype material, ZnO (inorganic), no functionalization.

For the material
classification,
before having
run any test
nothing more
can be said. No
number of nanoscale dimensions, no shape
etc.
Currently Methods Manual is
not recommending any method
for dispersability
check. This
should be address in the
Manual.

Go to Tier1

No data available (dissolution
rates only). SEM foto available but it was decided that it is
not the best suitable method
for checking dispersibility,
thus data were not used at
this node.

Time
(min)
5

5'

Powder analysis
BET

Choice of powder/suspension measurement
Skip tier 1

Tier 1
Tier 1 powder-based
method (BET)

BET surface area measurements
were determined using Autosorb1 (Quantachrome Instruments).
The Autosorb-1 was calibrated
using a quartz rod of a known
volume, which is traceable to
NIST. This calibration was then
further checked using two BAM
certified reference materials:

The correct use of
BET requires certain knowledge on
the sample properties which is actually not possible
to have without
running some

2

SSA measured = 6.2 m /g
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BAM-PM-102 (nominal specific
surface area (SSA) 5.41m2g-1)
and BAM-PM-104 (nominal SSA
79.8 m2g-1). Surface area
measurements were acquired using an 11-point BET gas adsorption method, with nitrogen as the
adsorbate. Prior to analysis, the
powdered sample was degassed overnight at 300ºC under
a high vacuum.

analysis. In theory
BET should not
be used if sample
is not monomodal. However this
can only be
known after running some EM or
Mobility based
methods analysis.
Go to shape determination

VSSA > 6 m²/cm³

Determination of shape
(descriptive SEM)

SEM micrographs were analysed
manually; this was done by manually tracing contours of primary
particles on to a transparency
sheet. The transparency sheet
was scanned for further image
analysis using ImageJ software,
which automatically calculated
particle diameter dimensions.

At this point there
is no possibility in
the current Flow
scheme to go directly from this
node to Tier 2
method. This has
to be corrected as
the results of
SEM not only
gives three possible cases:
shapere, rod, platless shapes but
also mix of
shapes and sizes,
hetergeniety of
sample etc, which
would lead directly to jump to Tier
2.

VSSA calculated = SSA x
3
5.5g/cm (ZnO skeletal density)= 34
2
3
m /cm

Go to Tier 2

10'

15'

SEM image of NM-113, indicating
high agglomeration of particles
and heterogeneity of the material

VSSA > 10/20/30
m²/cm³
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VSSA > 20/40/60
m²/cm³
Accept
Tier 2
Tier 2 E-Microscopy

Semi-Automatic Quantitative TEM analysis ( 26 parameters, 109 particles analysed)Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was completed
using a JEOL (Tokyo,
Japan) 3010 transmission electron microscope operating at 300
kV. Sample was prepared on
carbon-coated grid (copper, 300
mesh) which was glow discharged in nitrogen for 30 seconds to render it hydrophilic.
Powder sample was dispersed
by shortly sonicating a few mg of
the material in approximately
20ul ethanol to form a milky dispersion. 5ul of dispersion was
applied to the freshly glow discharged grid. After 2 minutes adsorption time, excess dispersion
was wicked off using filter paper
(Whatman 541) and the grid was
air-dried for 15 minutes. Grids
were examined using a Tecnai
12 TEM (FEI, Eindhoven, Netherlands) operating at 120 kV, and
micrographs were recorded using
an Olympus Megaview III CCD
camera (Tokyo, Japan) running
AnalySiS
imaging
software
(Olympus)

It is not clear in
the data source
which exactly objects (particles/agglomerates
/aggregates were
considered for final count and
eventually for histograms. From
the TEM images
presented as an
example one
could assume that
the primary particles were not isolated from the agglomerates/aggregates
and eventually all
objects were considered evenly for
final particle
count. This type
of analysis is not
in line with
NanoDefine recommendation and
thus did not allow
for the final classification of the ma-

TEM analysis indicates that the primary
particles appeared polyhedral and with
variable with different size distributions.
Qualitatively, two main morphological
types appear distinguishable:
1) particles with aspect ratio near 1
(typically in the 80 – 100 nm range)
2) particles with aspect ratio > 2 (typically in the 180 – > 200 nm range)
See also histograms on figure 1 below
the table.
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terial.

X50 < 100nm
X50 > 100nm
Final classification

No conclusions on the classification (due to EM data quality)
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Figure 1 Histograms of NM-113 and quantitative TEM data from JRC-report
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2.6. Case Study ZnO (NM113) – B
Contributed by A Mech, JRC-Ispra
We have analysed sample NM-113, ZnO, from OECD WPMN sponsorship program.
As agreed we have not performed any laboratory testing and we base our case study strictly on the data from JRC report on ZnO.
Our material is a border line case and we decided to perform our case study in two ways:
A)
Strictly following the decision tree
B)
Ignoring the results of SEM image ( node : BET shape determination) and exercise the BET path on such harsh conditions.

This Case study doesn't follow strictly the decision flow scheme. It was decided to ignore SEM results (multimodality of the sample) and proceed with
BET analysis in order to test flexibility of the decision tree.

1) summarizing assessment of differences vs. options A:
o

reliability of classification: Does it match your expectation?


Base on available data and considering the lack of possibility of further data analysis the assessment matches the expectations.



We have tested the BET analysis pathways against harsh condition in which multimodality of the sample was ignored. It has to be
highlighted that even in such case the final result was matching the expectation and is identical to the case study A, which follows
strictly the decision tree
This confirms the good stability and flexibility of the decision flow scheme.



Another issue of concern which was identify regards the BET analysis and the possibility of going to tier 2 method directly after determination of shape by SEM. Currently there is no option to go directly to tier 2 at this point of the flow scheme even if the SEM image reveals that
the analysed material is highly heterogeneous in shape or size (so no other path can be taken). This should be introduced.
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Box of the decision
tree

Methods used, equipment
used
(if any)

Basic classification

Check of dispersability

Considerations
made

Decision taken

Value used in decision nodes

Sources of ambiguity

May be a nanomaterial

Check for dispersability

Fluffy, white powder. Monotype material, ZnO (inorganic), no functionalization.

For the material
classification,
before having
run any test
nothing more
can be said. No
number of nanoscale dimensions, no shape
etc.
Currently Methods Manual is
not recommending any method
for dispersability
check. This
should be address in the
Manual.

Go to Tier1

No data available (dissolution
rates only). SEM foto available but it was decided that it is
not the best suitable method
for checking dispersibility,
thus data were not used at
this node.

Time
(min)
5

5'

Powder analysis
BET

Choice of powder/suspension measurement
Skip tier 1

Tier 1
Tier 1 powder-based
method (BET)

BET surface area measurements
were determined using Autosorb1 (Quantachrome Instruments).
The Autosorb-1 was calibrated
using a quartz rod of a known
volume, which is traceable to
NIST. This calibration was then
further checked using two BAM
certified reference materials:
BAM-PM-102 (nominal specific
surface area (SSA) 5.41m2g-1)
and BAM-PM-104 (nominal SSA
79.8 m2g-1). Surface area
measurements were acquired us-

The correct use of
BET requires certain knowledge on
the sample properties which is actually not possible
to have without
running some
analysis. In theory
BET should not
be used if sample
is not monomodal. However this

2

SSA measured = 6.2 m /g
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ing an 11-point BET gas adsorption method, with nitrogen as the
adsorbate. Prior to analysis, the
powdered sample was degassed overnight at 300ºC under
a high vacuum.

can only be
known after running some EM or
Mobility based
methods analysis.
Go to shape determination

VSSA > 6 m²/cm³

Determination of shape
(descriptive SEM)

VSSA > 10/20/30
m²/cm³

SEM micrographs were analysed
manually; this was done by manually tracing contours of primary
particles on to a transparency
sheet. The transparency sheet
was scanned for further image
analysis using ImageJ software,
which automatically calculated
particle diameter dimensions.

At this point there
is no possibility in
the current Flow
scheme to go directly from this
node to Tier 2
method. This has
to be corrected as
the results of
SEM not only
gives three possible cases:
shapere, rod, platless shapes but
also mix of
shapes and sizes,
hetergeniety of
sample etc, which
would lead directly to jump to Tier
2.
VSSA= 34
m2/cm3
Non nanomaterials
criteria:
For sphere like particles:
< 30m2
For rod like particles:

VSSA calculated = SSA x
3
5.5g/cm (ZnO skeletal density)= 34
2
3
m /cm

10'

As Expected, due
to heterogeneity of
the sample problem with defining
shape was encounter. We have
decided to test
VSSA against two
shape cases:
spherical and rod
like particle.

Go to next Node

As we wanted to
test the flexibility
of BET analysis
branch we have
decided to ignore
the information on
multimodality of
the sample.

15'

SEM image of NM-113, indicating
high agglomeration of particles
and heterogeneity of the material

Go to the next
node







Shape parameters:
Aspect
ratio:
Mean
1.6±0.4,
max:2.8, min:1.5: 75%:1.8, 25%
1.3.
Elongation: mean: 1.7±0.5, max:
3.8, min:1.1, 75%:0.1, 25%: 0.2
Sphericity: mean: 0.4±0.2, max:
0.9, min: 0.1, 75%: 0.7, 25%: 0.4
Shape factor: mean: 0.5±0.2,
max:1.0, min 0.1, 75%: 0.7, 25%:
0.4
based on the VSSA screening
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strategy
(D3.5,
JNanopartRes
2017), only the aspect ratio is relevant. As the value is below 3, evaluate as spheroidal (sphere-like).

<20 m2/cm
In both cases VSSA
is larger than the
threshold. At this
node material cannot be classified

VSSA= 34
m2/cm3

VSSA > 20/40/60
m²/cm³

VSSA= 34 m2/cm3
Go to tier 2

Material is nanomaterial if :
For sphere like particles:
30 m2/cm <34
m2/cm3 < 60m2

YES

Accept

Tier 2
Tier 2 E-Microscopy

Semi-Automatic Quantitative TEM analysis ( 26 parameters, 109 particles analysed)Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was completed
using a JEOL (Tokyo,
Japan) 3010 transmission electron microscope operating at 300
kV. Sample was prepared on
carbon-coated grid (copper, 300
mesh) which was glow discharged in nitrogen for 30 seconds to render it hydrophilic.
Powder sample was dispersed
by shortly sonicating a few mg of
the material in approximately
20ul ethanol to form a milky dispersion. 5ul of dispersion was
applied to the freshly glow discharged grid. After 2 minutes adsorption time, excess dispersion
was wicked off using filter paper

It is not clear in
the data source
which exactly objects (particles/agglomerates
/aggregates were
considered for final count and
eventually for histograms. From
the TEM images
presented as an
example one
could assume that
the primary particles were not isolated from the agglomerates/aggregates
and eventually all

TEM analysis indicates that the primary
particles appeared polyhedral and with
variable with different size distributions.
Qualitatively, two main morphological
types appear distinguishable:
1) particles with aspect ratio near 1
(typically in the 80 – 100 nm range)
2) particles with aspect ratio > 2 (typically in the 180 – > 200 nm range)
See also histograms on figure 1 below
the table.
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(Whatman 541) and the grid was
air-dried for 15 minutes. Grids
were examined using a Tecnai
12 TEM (FEI, Eindhoven, Netherlands) operating at 120 kV, and
micrographs were recorded using
an Olympus Megaview III CCD
camera (Tokyo, Japan) running
AnalySiS
imaging
software
(Olympus)

objects were considered evenly for
final particle
count. This type
of analysis is not
in line with
NanoDefine recommendation and
thus did not allow
for the final classification of the material.

X50 < 100nm
X50 > 100nm
Final classification

No conclusions on the classification due to EM data quality
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2.7. Comments on the e-tool application of the Case Study ZnO

1) ZnO, NM-113 (hygroscopic, white fluffy powder) tested in OECD WPMN Sponsorship program.
2) As agreed JRC has not performed any laboratory testing of the material and all information included in this case studied was taken from JRC Technical
Report (Ref): NM-Series of Representative Manufactured Nanomaterials. Zinc Oxide NM-110, NM-111, NM-112, NM-113. Characterisation and Test Item
Preparation.
3) Final classification
Not possible to draw conclusions
4) approximate time required for each “tier”, for decision-making.
This case study bases on already available information, thus the testing time required for each node cannot be reported.
JRC has no access to information on how long each experimental node could last thus the only time that can be reported regards the time needed
for decision-making once all data are known. This is included in the table as a last column
The time needed to run case study in Nanodefiner was about 15 minutes (as we did not analyse any raw data but we were providing already the
values)

5) summarizing assessment of:
o

reliability of classification: Does it match your expectation?


o

Base on available data and considering the lack of possibility of further data analysis the assessment matches the expectations.

main sources of ambiguity in classification


Main ambiguity in the classification is related to the reliability of available data and their analysis and does not come from the decision flow scheme and NanoDefiner tool itself.
How the Semi-automated Quantitative TEM analysis was performed and which exactly objects (particles/agglomerates/aggregates)
were considered for final count and eventually for histograms is not reported in the source. From the TEM images presented as an
example one could assume that the primary particles were not isolated from the agglomerates/aggregates and eventually all objects
were considered evenly for final particle count. This type of analysis is not in line with NanoDefine recommendation and thus did not
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allow for the final classification of the material. Consequently we could not use the tier2 method path and the result from tier 1 method was border line. This result is in agreement with our manual case study (base on the flow scheme only) in which for the same
reason we could not draw the conclusion. This outcome thus was expected and confirms the proper functioning of the NanoDefiner
o

options for improved guidance by NanoDefine (NanoDefiner, Method Manual, etc)
1. As we were not able to perform tier2 method we could generate only the tier1 method outcome report. In the section related to the
method used the outcome is reported: Decision: Classified as borderline material.
There is no other indication what the user should do at this point. We believe that such information should be added to the report e.g.:
"Next step: Use the tier 2 method to classify your material" for clarity.
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2.8. Case Study TiO2 @ sunscreen (BAM-13a)
Contributed by P. Hallegot, L’Oréal.
Tested both routes of the decision tree.
Tier 2 challenge Theoretically, an EM based conclusion would not only require an EDS/WDX or EELS mapping (presence of different particles of different compositions, such as iron oxides and titanium oxides with or without coating) but also an electron diffraction pattern of particles (or careful shift measurement of
EELS edges). Such a very advanced analysis would serve to discriminate between rutile and anatase, or between the different iron oxides, which each are distinct ingredients, each to be assessed nano/nonnano. By such a hypothetical analysis, all particles, for all categories of particles, should be counted from the images.
Tier 2 conclusions A realistic assessment is limited to the decision if nanoparticles are present in the finished product, but cannot with certainty identify them as
nanomaterial or nonnano material. Similarly, the presence of particles of different composition can be detected, but not quantified.
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Box of the decision
tree

Methods used, equipment used
(if any)

Considerations made

Decision taken

L’oreal method with
SDS surfactant and US
bath, stirring and vortexer.

L’oreal method was specially
design to disperse nanoTiO2
coated particle.
-SHMP surfactant

Need for an
extraction procedure Apply
L’oreal method

Value used
in decision
nodes

Sources of ambiguity

Basic classification
Check of dispersability

(NANODEFINE recommendation for
pure TiO2 coated) has previous-

Choice of powder/suspension measurement

Both, powder and dispersion measurements

ly been tested in house and
has been considered less efficient compared to SDS.
After extraction

Suspension
measurement
on final extraction step: suspension in
ethanol.
Powder
measurement
after drying of
final suspension.
Suspension
measurement
on dry residue, redispersed in
water with
SDS

Tier 1 powder-based
method (BET)
VSSA > 6 m²/cm³

SSA measurement and
true density measurement on dry residue
from subcontractor

-Dry residue from extraction
has to be powdered.
-Need to extract as much as
5g
-100g of BAM-13a TiO2 @
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Determination of
shape (descriptive
SEM)

VSSA > 10/20/30
m²/cm³
VSSA > 20/40/60
m²/cm³

-TEM on ethanol residue
suspension (subcontractor)
-SEM on dry re-powered
extract (L’OREAL).

SSA: 11,1 m2/g
Density : 2,26 g/cm3
VSSA : 25,1 m2/cm3

sunscreen sample was used
to obtain enough residue
-Dry residue has to be powdered before observation.

Due to the huge polydispersity in sizes and shapes, the
use of VSSA cut off is not
straightforword

Accept
Tier 1 mobility-based
method

X50 < 100 nm

Visual
recognition of
TiO2 nanoparticles

Use of EMicroscopy

No
-Laser Diffraction (LD)
-DLS

No, except in supernatant after SDS dispersion)

-LD is appropriate for big polydispersity dispersion
-DLS is appropriate for submicronic dispersion or for supernatant (after 3 week sedimentation)

-LD and DLS
measurements on each
dispersion
(ethanol and
SDS)
-DLS measurement on
supernatant
from ethanol
et SDS dispersions (after
3 weeks of
sedimentation)

-Nanoparticle detection by LD in large
distribution size population is sometimes possible if their refractive index is
high or if they represent a large proportion of the population.
-Sedimentation during DLS measurement could perturb results.

-LD (ethanol
dispersion):
X50=500nm
-DLS (ethanol dispersion):
-DLS (supernatant of
ethanol dispersion):
X50
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-LD (SDS
dispersion) :
X50=140nm

X50 determination not possible due to
the instability of correlation curves.

-DLS (SDS
dispersion) :
-DLS (supernatant of
SDS dispersion):
X50=50nm
-Ti is detected by XRF in
supernatant
Accept
Verify plausibility (descriptive SEM or BET)

Dispersion OK
X50 > 250 nm
Accept

Tier 2 E-Microscopy

X50 < 100nm
X50 > 100nm
Final classification

TEM on ethanol dispersion
(subcontractor): we find nanoparticles (needles) and 3
others kind of particles (different shapes) with sizes
from 100nm to several micrometers. Some particles
are embedded in organic.

no
yes

Confirmation
of several
types of particle with
needles nanoparticles

Particles poly-dispersed in size, shape,
coating and in chemical composition

yes
No (for SDS dispersion)
yes

The proportion of nanoparticles in the polydispersed
population cannot be determined

proceed to a
counting
method like Emicroscopy

Particles poly-dispersed in size, shape,
coating and in chemical composition

E-microscopy counting
in progress (results by
December)

nanomaterial

Not a nanomaterial
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2.9. Case Study IRMM-389 basic methacrylate (BMA) copolymer

Contributed by R. Peters, RIKILT
• Data used for the decision:
o VSSA data from Evaluation report on the applicability ranges of
the volume specific surface area (VSSA) method and the quantitative relation to num-ber based particle size distribution for realworld samples, Deliverable number: 3.5
• Not a nanomaterial
• Approximate time required for each "tier", for decision making:
5 min
• Summary of assessment of:
reliability of classification: Does it match your expectation? YES
sources of ambiguity in classification:

Comment:
It is questionable whether the "Check on Dispersibility" should be
part of the decision tree. Consider removing the pink box and start
from "Possible Nanomaterial"

Part of the decision tree used: see figure to the right.
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Box of the decision
tree

Methods used,
equipment used
(if any)

Considerations made

Decision
taken

Basic classification

YES

Check of dispersability
Choice of powder/suspension measurement
Skip tier 1

YES
YES

Tier 1 powder-based
method (BET)
VSSA > 6 m²/cm³
Determination of shape
(descriptive SEM)
VSSA > 10/20/30
m²/cm³
VSSA > 20/40/60
m²/cm³
Accept

Value used
in decision
nodes

Sources of ambiguity

Should this be in?

NO

BET

YES
None

VSSA = 1.5
2
3
m /cm

NO
NO
NO

VSSA < 6 m²/cm³

YES: Not a
nanomaterial

VSSA = 1.5
2
3
m /cm

Tier 1 mobility-based
method
X50 < 100 nm
Accept
Verify plausibility (descriptive SEM or BET)
Dispersion OK
X50 > 250 nm
Accept
Tier 2 E-Microscopy
X50 < 100nm
X50 > 100nm
Final classification

nanomaterial

Not a nanomaterial
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2.10.

Case Study Carbon Nano Tubes (CNTs), Graphen, Fullerenes (updated 10/2017)

Case study contributed by Daniel Rosenkranz, BfR


All materials were analyzed by literature. We have not performed any laboratory tests.



Guideline used for the decision :
o

JRC Science and Policy Report : “Towards a review of the EC Recommendation for a
definition of the term "nanomaterial" Part 2: Assessment of collected information concerning the experience with the definition”; Towards a review of the EC Recommendation
for a definition of the term "nanomaterial": Part 3: Scientific-technical evaluation of options to clarify the definition and to facilitate its implementation

Decision tree case study:


Single wall carbon nanotubes, graphene and fullerenes defined as nanomaterials by EU.



Multi walled carbon nanotubes are not defined by EU.



For pure multi-wall nanotubes (MWCNT), size measurement of fiber diameter can be done
on MWCNT powder by BET with a mismatch factor of 2.5 (W. Wohlleben et al.; J. Nanopart.
Res.; 19; 61; 2017).



For functionalized or spiked carbon nanotubes the fiber diameter should be randomly
checked at the descriptive EM step.



The BET surface for pure MWCNTs is mostly > 100 m²/cm³.



Pure MWCNTs with a BET surface area > 40 m²/cm³ are accepted as nanomaterial.

The definition by JRC: Towards a review of the EC Recommendation for a definition of the term
"nanomaterial" Part 2: Assessment of collected information concerning the experience with the
definition can be used to describe SWCNTs, graphene and fullerenes (see article 3). In general
pure MWCNTs have mostly a surface greater than 100 m²/cm³ and would be identifed as nanomaterial after use of the decision tree. For functionalized or nanomaterial spiked CNTs an additional check have to be done at the descriptive EM step.
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2.11.
Interim conclusions & recommendations (Nov 2016 & discussion at consortium meeting Dec. 2016)
Summarizing all case studies performed in 2016, we observe the following recurring remarks by the


reliability of classification
o

Most case studies concluded that the final classification matched their expectation.

o

Most case studies explored both Tier 1 routes (powder and mobility) of the decision flow scheme, and also benchmarked it against a Tier 2 method (SEM or
TEM). Cases of inconsistent classification were not reported.

o

One case study found it impossible to conclude because previously existing EM data
used undocumented methodology that was not with certainty compliant with
NanoDefine.

o

One case study found all evidence pointing to a classification as nanomaterial, but
struggled to accept this because of unclear guidance on the “consistent particle” concept.

o

One case study raised again the issue of values close to cut-offs, and the fact that the
NanoDefine decision flow scheme does not use statistical error of measurement results. It should be noted that instead the flow scheme prevents false classifications by
tiered cut-offs.

o

During the plenary discussion, a plausibility check also for tier 2 (EM) was requested.

o

During the plenary discussion, it was proposed to treat extreme polydispersty as mixture (such as the bimodal mix of IRMM381 + IRMM387 used to explore the powder
route in the NanoDefine VSSA publicaiton.)



main sources of ambiguity in classification
o

Although most case studies seemed to agree that the main ambiguity in the classification is related to the reliability of available data and their analysis/interpretation and
does not come from the decision flow scheme itself, there was one external industrial
case that did not come to a conclusion despite freshly generated data.

o

the EM interpretation issues were further complicated by imperfections of EM sample
preparation – again not strictly related to the decision tree, but pointing to limits of
the hierarchical scheme with tier 2 resolving all ambiguities remaining after tier
1. Especially the case studies on complex shapes (silica) and articles (sunscreen) seemed to prefer rather a weight-of-evidence approach than a decision
flow scheme.

o

One case study remarked that descriptive SEM is not so simple, both for checking
plausibility and for assessment of particle shape; problem of particle debris and representativeness. The same case study remarked that VSSA strongly depends on the assumed particle shape (as discussed quantitatively by the VSSA publication). However,
despite these concerns, also this case study came to correct conclusions.



options for improved guidance by NanoDefine (NanoDefiner, Method Manual, etc)
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o

several case studies struggled with EM interpretation, especially regarding the
identification of “constituent particles”.

o

One case study recommended to include dispersivity check techniques into the next
version of Methods Manual (see option 1 below)

o

One case study mentioned uncertainty on the conversion from mass to number metrics, especially for non-spherical particles. This is methodical and not related to decision tree.



option 1 for flow scheme improvement: “check of dispersability”
o

several case studies struggled with the “dispersability” box. Most case studies
did not actually perform a specific method or measurement for this, but used
pre-existing knowledge, or did not actually chose one route, but performed both.

o

one case study proposed to replace the box “dispersability check” by a mandatory “descriptive SEM” measurement. All other case studies did not consider this a necessity.

o

two case studies proposed instead to remove the “dispersability” box, considering that
such property should be known beforehand. This proposal would be more in line with
the actual implementation demonstrated by the case studies.

o

Another case study proposed to replace the “check dispersability”, better use “preexisting knowledge to expect successful validity/plausibility checks by either route of
measurement”. This does not require SEM for all materials, especially not for those
outside the borderline region. This proposal is consistent with the previous one.



option 2 for flow scheme improvement: “descriptive SEM / plausibility check” (powder route)
o

One case study on an the level of articles or final consumer product with mixed particle
components remarked that due to the huge polydispersity in sizes and shapes, the use
of VSSA cut off is not straightforward.

o

In the same lines, another case study remarked that after the “plausibility check”
currently there is no option to go directly to tier 2 at this point of the flow scheme
even if the SEM image reveals that the analysed material is highly heterogeneous in
shape or size (so no other path can be taken). This should be introduced.



option 3 for flow scheme improvement: “plausibility check by SEM / BET” (mobility route)
o

in general the case studies could work well with the “factor 2” in plausibility check, but
the data should be analyzed if the specific value is supported.

o

The plenary discussion remarked that for colloids (in the sense of D7.10: materials that
transform upon drying), the plausibility check cannot be done by SEM or BET but
should be done by a different suspension-based method.



options for improved and/or simplified documentation in NanoDefiner
o

not considered in this phase ( 2017)

Trying to attribute ambiguities to materials properties, it appears obvious that most difficulties occur for
materials with sizes in the borderline region or mixed particles or complex shapes. Several case studies
remarked that wording of the flow scheme and technical guidance are insufficient on “particle” and
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“constituent particles”.
However, the varied chemical composition, different shapes, different sizes, different intended uses did
not seem to compromise the application of the decision flow scheme.
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3. Final conclusions and recommendations (September 2017)
The case studies D7.13 are seen as a key for the testing of the decision tree (D7.5) and of the e-tool
(D7.12). The decision tree has been optimized to reduce ambiguity based on feedback from Case Studies.
This task performed a wide diversity of case studies, that covered


Various compositions (organic / inorganic / carbonaceous)



Different sizes (nano / borderline / non-nano)



Heterogeneous evaluators (academia / industry / regulator)



Different shapes (particles / fibers / platelets)



heterogeneous levels of reliability of the characterization data (data generated in NanoDefine / data
pre-existing by methods that do not contradict NanoDefine guidance / data generated de novo)

The decision tree was found to be internally consistent: Case studies explored both Tier 1 (powder route)
and Tier 1 (suspension route), and benchmarked against a Tier 2 method (SEM or TEM). We obtained
zero cases of inconsistent classification, but two cases remained inconclusive. The specific reasons for
inconclusiveness were: the lack of reliability of pre-existing data (esp. EM sample preparation and interpretation); hesitation of the operator to identify constituent particles that are fused together within aggregates (an automated EM evaluation by the NanoDefiner software may have been a solution). One case
study identified limits of the linear, hierarchical decision flow scheme for articles (sunscreen), whereas
the flow scheme and etool are intended for substances. Operators tended to use weight-of-evidence approaches to balance the reliability of different methods for articles.
In all cases we obtained consistent results from manual assessment and from e-tool assessment. The
input parameters for the case studies are to be implemented as default options in the e-tool: Future users can select an existing case study, and can then replace only the specific parameters by which their
new material differs from the case study material. This will save time and enhances comparability.
The case studies show remaining challenges for the implementation of the EU definition, but clearly
demonstrate the consistency of the decision tree and e-tool.

4. APPENDIX: Complete e-tool reports for all case studies (September 2017)
For the 2017 phase of all case studies, the output reports generated by the e-tool are appended and
specify all input parameters, imported measurement results, and the final decision recommended by the
e-tool.
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Dossier Report CaCO3 fine grade IRMM-384 case study
Ac-cuv-RI
Generated by the NanoDefiner e-tool which is part of the NanoDefine project. See
http://nanodefine.eu for more information. Any recommendations given and results determined by
the NanoDefiner are supplied without liability.

Dossier information

Name

CaCO3 fine grade IRMM-384 case study Ac-cuvRI

Comment

–

Sample information

Sample tested

CaCO3 fine grade IRMM-384 case study Ac-cuvRI mono sample

Date

Fri Aug 18 12:10:42 CEST 2017

Institution

FH Dortmund

Person

none none

Multi-type substance

No

1 of 12

Particulate component information
CaCO3
Comment: –
Particulate component description incompleteness: 19%
Release of ions, atoms, molecues

Yes

Shape

Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥ 3)

Particle size range

[50,4763]

Chemical composition

Inorganic

Magnetism

None

Agglomeration

Unknown

Multimodality

Unknown

Aggregation

Unknown

Polydispersity

Moderate polydisperse

Composites

None

Electron beam sensitivity

No

Conductivity

Insulator

Vacuum sensitivity

No

Fluorescence

No

Stable temperature

[0,469]

Dispersibility

Functionalisation

Dispersible in polar liquids
Dispersible in non-polar liquids
Dispersible in material-specific media
Dispersible in aqueous media
Can be distributed on a substrate
Can be aerosolized
No

Trade form

Powder

Presence of different sized particles

Unknown

Light absorption

No

Dimension

2 small dimensions

2 of 12

Method information
AC-RI
Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Comment

Ac-cuv-RI (from BASF)

Preparation

Creation of a dispersion

Preparation comment

–

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Result

232nm

Technique uncertainty

10.0%

Argumentation

D50

Decision: Classified as borderline material.
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SEM
Tier

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Comment

from the paper on VSSA published in JNR 2017

Preparation

Creation of a substrate

Preparation comment

–

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Result

157nm

Technique uncertainty

10.0%

Argumentation

D50

Decision: Classified as non-nanomaterial.
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Appendix
Glossary
Particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Im describes the percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. It is highly desireable to keep Im
low, as this has a positive influence on the reliability of recommendations.
Im <= 20% = Low incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im <= 50% = Moderate incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im > 50% = High incompleteness in the particulate component description
Weighted particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Îm describes the weighted percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. Given incompleteness for a
particulate component property, its weight for a measurement technique adjusts the impact of
incompleteness.
For instance, given that a measurement technique weights a certain material property 50%
instead of 100%, it only has half the impact on Îm than it has on Im. Given that a material property
is weighted 0% the incompleteness will not count for Îm.
This allows to lower or eliminate the impact of incompleteness for specific material properties that
are not relevant for a measurement technique. Given a high Um also a low Îm is possible. A low Îm is
generally more desireable than a low Im.
Îm <= 20% = Low weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm <= 50% = Moderate weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm > 50% = High weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
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Technique overview
Technique
AC-RI

Tier
Tier 1 (screening)

Available
Yes

Suitable
No

2%

WTI
1%

AC-turb

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

2%

1%

BET

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

Yes

5%

1%

DLS

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

2%

1%

miniTEM-T1

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

1%

0%

sprayDEMA

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

4%

1%

miniTEM-T2

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

No

1%

0%

SEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

TEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

AFM

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%
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TI

Unsuitability details
AC-RI
Name

Analytical Centrifugation, refractive index

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

CaCO3
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[1,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[50,4763]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
Shape

Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
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AC-turb
Name

Analytical Centrifugation, turbidity

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

CaCO3
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Dimension

19%

Technique
Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Material
Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
Shape

Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
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DLS
Name

Dynamic Light Scattering

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

CaCO3
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Dimension

19%

Technique
Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Material
Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
Shape

Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
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miniTEM-T1
Name

mini Transmission Electron Microscopy, Tier 1
settings

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

CaCO3
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[5,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[50,4763]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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sprayDEMA
Name

Spray Differential Electrical Mobility Analysis

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

4%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

CaCO3
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[2,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[50,4763]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
Shape

Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
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miniTEM-T2
Name

mini Transmission Electron Microscopy, Tier 2
settings

Tier

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

CaCO3
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[5,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[50,4763]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
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Dossier Report Case study CaCO3 IRMM-384 (fine
grade)
Generated by the NanoDefiner e-tool which is part of the NanoDefine project. See
http://nanodefine.eu for more information. Any recommendations given and results determined by
the NanoDefiner are supplied without liability.

Dossier information

Name

Case study CaCO3 IRMM-384 (fine grade)

Comment

Test of the NanoDefiner

Sample information

Sample tested

Case study CaCO3 IRMM-384 (fine grade) mono
sample

Date

Fri Aug 18 11:53:09 CEST 2017

Institution

FH Dortmund

Person

none none

Multi-type substance

No

1 of 11

Particulate component information
Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-384] CaCO3, fine grade
Comment: –
Particulate component description incompleteness: 14%
Release of ions, atoms, molecues

Yes

Shape

Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥ 3)

Particle size range

[50,4411]

Chemical composition

Inorganic

Magnetism

None

Agglomeration

Unknown

Aggregation

Unknown

Multimodality

Unknown

Polydispersity

Moderate polydisperse

Composites

None

Electron beam sensitivity

No

Vacuum sensitivity

No

Conductivity

Insulator

Fluorescence

No

Stable temperature

[0,482]

Dispersibility

Functionalisation

Dispersible in polar liquids
Dispersible in non-polar liquids
Dispersible in material-specific media
Dispersible in aqueous media
Can be distributed on a substrate
Can be aerosolized
No

Trade form

Powder

Presence of different sized particles

No

Light absorption

No

Dimension

2 small dimensions

2 of 11

Method information
BET
Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Comment

–

Preparation

None

Preparation comment

–

Technique description incompleteness

5%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Result

266nm

Technique uncertainty

5.0%

VSSA value

15

Argumentation

VSSA

Decision: Classified as non-nanomaterial.

Warning: This measurement technique may not yield reliable results if the material to be analysed
shows porous properties or severe states of aggregation / agglomeration.
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Appendix
Glossary
Particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Im describes the percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. It is highly desireable to keep Im
low, as this has a positive influence on the reliability of recommendations.
Im <= 20% = Low incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im <= 50% = Moderate incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im > 50% = High incompleteness in the particulate component description
Weighted particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Îm describes the weighted percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. Given incompleteness for a
particulate component property, its weight for a measurement technique adjusts the impact of
incompleteness.
For instance, given that a measurement technique weights a certain material property 50%
instead of 100%, it only has half the impact on Îm than it has on Im. Given that a material property
is weighted 0% the incompleteness will not count for Îm.
This allows to lower or eliminate the impact of incompleteness for specific material properties that
are not relevant for a measurement technique. Given a high Um also a low Îm is possible. A low Îm is
generally more desireable than a low Im.
Îm <= 20% = Low weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm <= 50% = Moderate weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm > 50% = High weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
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Technique overview
Technique
AC-RI

Tier
Tier 1 (screening)

Available
Yes

Suitable
No

2%

WTI
1%

AC-turb

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

2%

1%

BET

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

Yes

5%

1%

DLS

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

2%

1%

miniTEM-T1

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

1%

0%

sprayDEMA

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

4%

1%

miniTEM-T2

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

No

1%

0%

SEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

TEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

AFM

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%
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TI

Unsuitability details
AC-RI
Name

Analytical Centrifugation, refractive index

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-384] CaCO3, fine grade
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

14%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[1,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[50,4411]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Shape

Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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AC-turb
Name

Analytical Centrifugation, turbidity

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-384] CaCO3, fine grade
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

14%

Technique
Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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DLS
Name

Dynamic Light Scattering

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-384] CaCO3, fine grade
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

14%

Technique
Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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miniTEM-T1
Name

mini Transmission Electron Microscopy, Tier 1
settings

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-384] CaCO3, fine grade
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

14%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[5,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[50,4411]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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sprayDEMA
Name

Spray Differential Electrical Mobility Analysis

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

4%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-384] CaCO3, fine grade
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

14%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[2,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[50,4411]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Shape

Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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miniTEM-T2
Name

mini Transmission Electron Microscopy, Tier 2
settings

Tier

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-384] CaCO3, fine grade
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

14%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[5,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[50,4411]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
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Dossier Report IRMM-389
Generated by the NanoDefiner e-tool which is part of the NanoDefine project. See
http://nanodefine.eu for more information. Any recommendations given and results determined by
the NanoDefiner are supplied without liability.

Dossier information

Name

IRMM-389

Comment

Case study

Sample information

Sample tested

IRMM-389 mono sample

Date

Fri Jul 07 12:39:56 CEST 2017

Institution

FH Dortmund

Person

Ruud Peters

Multi-type substance

No

1 of 18

Particulate component information
Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer
particles, BMC
Comment: –
Particulate component description incompleteness: 19%
Release of ions, atoms, molecues

No

Shape

Sphere or similar

Particle size range

[80,10000]

Chemical composition

Organic, particulate

Magnetism

Unknown

Agglomeration

Yes

Aggregation

Yes

Multimodality

Unknown

Polydispersity

Highly polydisperse

Composites

None

Electron beam sensitivity

Yes

Vacuum sensitivity

No

Conductivity

Insulator

Fluorescence

Unknown

Stable temperature

[-273,50]

Dispersibility

Functionalisation

Dispersible in polar liquids
Dispersible in non-polar liquids
Dispersible in material-specific media
Dispersible in aqueous media
Can be distributed on a substrate
Can be aerosolized
No

Trade form

Powder

Presence of different sized particles

No

Light absorption

Unknown

Dimension

3 small dimensions

2 of 18

Method information
BET
Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Comment

–

Preparation

None

Preparation comment

–

Technique description incompleteness

5%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Result

4000nm

Technique uncertainty

8.0%

Argumentation

D50

Decision: Classified as non-nanomaterial.

Warning: This measurement technique may not yield reliable results if the material to be analysed
shows porous properties or severe states of aggregation / agglomeration.
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Appendix
Glossary
Particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Im describes the percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. It is highly desireable to keep Im
low, as this has a positive influence on the reliability of recommendations.
Im <= 20% = Low incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im <= 50% = Moderate incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im > 50% = High incompleteness in the particulate component description
Weighted particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Îm describes the weighted percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. Given incompleteness for a
particulate component property, its weight for a measurement technique adjusts the impact of
incompleteness.
For instance, given that a measurement technique weights a certain material property 50%
instead of 100%, it only has half the impact on Îm than it has on Im. Given that a material property
is weighted 0% the incompleteness will not count for Îm.
This allows to lower or eliminate the impact of incompleteness for specific material properties that
are not relevant for a measurement technique. Given a high Um also a low Îm is possible. A low Îm is
generally more desireable than a low Im.
Îm <= 20% = Low weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm <= 50% = Moderate weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm > 50% = High weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
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Technique overview
Technique
AC-RI

Tier
Tier 1 (screening)

Available
Yes

Suitable
No

2%

WTI
1%

AC-turb

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

BET

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

Yes

5%

1%

DLS

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

2%

1%

miniTEM-T1

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

1%

0%

sprayDEMA

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

4%

1%

AF4-MALS

Potential tier 1 (not assessed)

Yes

No

5%

1%

PTA

Potential tier 1 (not assessed)

Yes

No

5%

1%

SP-ICP-MS

Potential tier 1 (not assessed)

Yes

No

12%

1%

TRPS

Potential tier 1 (not assessed)

Yes

Yes

13%

1%

USSP

Potential tier 1 (not assessed)

Yes

Yes

5%

1%

miniTEM-T2

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

No

1%

0%

SEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

No

2%

1%

TEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

No

2%

1%

AFM

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

AFM-BASF

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Yes

No

1%

0%

ALS

None

Yes

Yes

4%

1%

SAXS

None

Yes

No

2%

1%

XRD

None

Yes

No

4%

1%
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TI

Unsuitability details
AC-RI
Name

Analytical Centrifugation, refractive index

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[1,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
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DLS
Name

Dynamic Light Scattering

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[3,5000]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
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miniTEM-T1
Name

mini Transmission Electron Microscopy, Tier 1
settings

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

6%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[5,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Electron beam sensitivity

Use of electron beam:
Yes

Electron beam sensitivity:
Yes

Explanation:
Degradation of the particulate component is may occur, as either the particulate component is
expected to be sensitive to electron radiation and the measurement technique does apply electron
radiation.
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sprayDEMA
Name

Spray Differential Electrical Mobility Analysis

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

4%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[2,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
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AF4-MALS
Name

Asymmetric Flow FFF, Multi-angular Light
Scattering

Tier

Potential tier 1 (not assessed)

Technique description incompleteness

5%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[3,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
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PTA
Name

Particle Tracking Analysis

Tier

Potential tier 1 (not assessed)

Technique description incompleteness

5%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[10,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Agglomeration

Agglomeration support:
No

Agglomeration:
Yes

Explanation:
The expected significant agglomeration in the particulate component may affect the reliability of
the measurement technique.
Aggregation

Aggregation support:
No

Aggregation:
Yes

Explanation:
The expected significant aggregation in the particulate component may affect the reliability of the
measurement technique.
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SP-ICP-MS
Name

Single Particle Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectrometry

Tier

Potential tier 1 (not assessed)

Technique description incompleteness

12%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[20,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Chemical composition

Chemical composition support:
Composite
Inorganic

Chemical composition:
Organic, particulate

Explanation:
At least one part of the expected chemical composition of the particulate component is not
supported by the measurement technique.
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miniTEM-T2
Name

mini Transmission Electron Microscopy, Tier 2
settings

Tier

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

6%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[5,1000]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Electron beam sensitivity

Use of electron beam:
Yes

Electron beam sensitivity:
Yes

Explanation:
Degradation of the particulate component is may occur, as either the particulate component is
expected to be sensitive to electron radiation and the measurement technique does apply electron
radiation.
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SEM
Name

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Tier

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Trade form

19%

Technique
Trade form support:
None

Material
Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Electron beam sensitivity

Use of electron beam:
Yes

Electron beam sensitivity:
Yes

Explanation:
Degradation of the particulate component is may occur, as either the particulate component is
expected to be sensitive to electron radiation and the measurement technique does apply electron
radiation.
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TEM
Name

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Tier

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Electron beam sensitivity

6%

Technique
Use of electron beam:
Yes

Material
Electron beam sensitivity:
Yes

Explanation:
Degradation of the particulate component is may occur, as either the particulate component is
expected to be sensitive to electron radiation and the measurement technique does apply electron
radiation.
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AFM-BASF
Name

Atomic-force Microscopy, BASF settings

Tier

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[5,5000]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Polydispersity

Polydispersity support:
Quasi-monodisperse
Moderate polydisperse

Polydispersity:
Highly polydisperse

Explanation:
The expected grade of polydispersity of the particulate component may affect the reliability of the
measurement technique.
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SAXS
Name

Small-Angle X-ray Scattering

Tier

None

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[1,100]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Polydispersity

Polydispersity support:
Quasi-monodisperse
Moderate polydisperse

Polydispersity:
Highly polydisperse

Explanation:
The expected grade of polydispersity of the particulate component may affect the reliability of the
measurement technique.
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XRD
Name

X-ray Diffraction

Tier

None

Technique description incompleteness

4%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-389] Basic methacrylate copolymer particles, BMC
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Particle size range

19%

Technique
Analysis size range:
[5,200]

Material
Particle size range:
[80,10000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Dispersibility

Dispersibility support:
None

Dispersibility:
Dispersible in polar liquids
Dispersible in non-polar liquids
Dispersible in material-specific
media
Dispersible in aqueous media
Can be distributed on a
substrate
Can be aerosolized

Explanation:
The expected dispersibility options of the particulate component are not supported by the
measurement technique. However, given that the trade form of the particulate component is
supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
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Dossier Report Case Study Kaolin (IRMM 385)
Generated by the NanoDefiner e-tool which is part of the NanoDefine project. See
http://nanodefine.eu for more information. Any recommendations given and results determined by
the NanoDefiner are supplied without liability.

Dossier information

Name

Case Study Kaolin (IRMM 385)

Comment

data from NanoDefine D7.13 case study (2016),
now implemented into the e-tool

Sample information

Sample tested

Kaolin (IRMM 385)

Date

Thu Aug 03 13:36:41 CEST 2017

Institution

FH Dortmund

Person

none none

Multi-type substance

No

1 of 14

Particulate component information
Kaolin
Comment: Naturally occuring mineral, mined and refined for specific applications.
Particulate component description incompleteness: 10%
Release of ions, atoms, molecues

Unknown

Shape

Flakes and discs (thickness:ø ≤ 0.25)

Particle size range

[10,5000]

Chemical composition

Inorganic

Magnetism

None

Agglomeration

Yes

Aggregation

No

Multimodality

Peak size differ ≤ 20%

Polydispersity

Moderate polydisperse

Composites

None

Electron beam sensitivity

No

Vacuum sensitivity

No

Conductivity

Insulator

Fluorescence

No

Stable temperature

[0,150]

Dispersibility

Dispersible in aqueous media

Functionalisation

Unknown

Trade form

Powder

Presence of different sized particles

No

Light absorption

No

Dimension

1 small dimension
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Method information
BET
Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Comment

ISO 9277

Preparation

None

Preparation comment

–

Technique description incompleteness

5%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Result

47nm

Technique uncertainty

2.0%

VSSA value

42

Argumentation

VSSA

Decision: Classified as nanomaterial.

Warning: This measurement technique may not yield reliable results if the material to be analysed
shows porous properties or severe states of aggregation / agglomeration.
Warning: Method results may be unreliable due to the following particulate component attributes
being unknown.
Attribute
Functionalisation

Technique value
Functionalisation support:
No
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Appendix
Glossary
Particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Im describes the percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. It is highly desireable to keep Im
low, as this has a positive influence on the reliability of recommendations.
Im <= 20% = Low incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im <= 50% = Moderate incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im > 50% = High incompleteness in the particulate component description
Weighted particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Îm describes the weighted percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. Given incompleteness for a
particulate component property, its weight for a measurement technique adjusts the impact of
incompleteness.
For instance, given that a measurement technique weights a certain material property 50%
instead of 100%, it only has half the impact on Îm than it has on Im. Given that a material property
is weighted 0% the incompleteness will not count for Îm.
This allows to lower or eliminate the impact of incompleteness for specific material properties that
are not relevant for a measurement technique. Given a high Um also a low Îm is possible. A low Îm is
generally more desireable than a low Im.
Îm <= 20% = Low weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm <= 50% = Moderate weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm > 50% = High weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
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Technique overview
Technique
AC-RI

Tier
Tier 1 (screening)

Available
Yes

Suitable
No

TI
2%

WTI
1%

AC-turb

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

2%

1%

BET

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

Yes

5%

1%

DLS

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

2%

1%

miniTEM-T1

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

1%

0%

sprayDEMA

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

4%

1%

miniTEM-T2

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

No

1%

0%

SEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

No

2%

1%

TEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

No

2%

1%

AFM

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Yes

No

2%

1%

None of the configured tier 2 techniques were both suitable for measurement given the material and
available according to the user lab settings, hence only tier 1 techniques were used.
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Unsuitability details
AC-RI
Name

Analytical Centrifugation, refractive index

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Kaolin
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

10%

Technique
Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Flakes and discs (thickness:ø ≤
0.25)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Particle size range

Analysis size range:
[1,1000]

Particle size range:
[10,5000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
1 small dimension

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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AC-turb
Name

Analytical Centrifugation, turbidity

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Kaolin
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

10%

Technique
Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Flakes and discs (thickness:ø ≤
0.25)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
1 small dimension

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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DLS
Name

Dynamic Light Scattering

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Kaolin
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

10%

Technique
Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Flakes and discs (thickness:ø ≤
0.25)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
1 small dimension

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
Multimodality

Multimodality support:
Moderate distance between
peaks
Peak size differ > factor 10

Multimodality:
Peak size differ ≤ 20%

Explanation:
The expected grade of multimodality of the particulate component may affect the reliability of the
measurement technique.
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miniTEM-T1
Name

mini Transmission Electron Microscopy, Tier 1
settings

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

Kaolin
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

0%

Technique
Shape support:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Flakes and discs (thickness:ø ≤
0.25)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Particle size range

Analysis size range:
[5,1000]

Particle size range:
[10,5000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
1 small dimension

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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sprayDEMA
Name

Spray Differential Electrical Mobility Analysis

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

4%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Kaolin
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

10%

Technique
Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Flakes and discs (thickness:ø ≤
0.25)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Particle size range

Analysis size range:
[2,1000]

Particle size range:
[10,5000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
1 small dimension

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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miniTEM-T2
Name

mini Transmission Electron Microscopy, Tier 2
settings

Tier

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

Kaolin
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

0%

Technique
Shape support:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Flakes and discs (thickness:ø ≤
0.25)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Particle size range

Analysis size range:
[5,1000]

Particle size range:
[10,5000]

Explanation:
The expected particle size range of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions
2 small dimensions

Dimension:
1 small dimension

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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SEM
Name

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Tier

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Kaolin
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

10%

Technique
Shape support:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Flakes and discs (thickness:ø ≤
0.25)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
None

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dispersibility

Dispersibility support:
Can be distributed on a
substrate

Dispersibility:
Dispersible in aqueous media

Explanation:
The expected dispersibility options of the particulate component are not supported by the
measurement technique. However, given that the trade form of the particulate component is
supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions
2 small dimensions

Dimension:
1 small dimension

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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TEM
Name

Transmission Electron Microscopy

Tier

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Kaolin
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

0%

Technique
Shape support:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Flakes and discs (thickness:ø ≤
0.25)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions
2 small dimensions

Dimension:
1 small dimension

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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AFM
Name

Atomic-force Microscopy

Tier

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Kaolin
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Trade form

10%

Technique
Trade form support:
None

Material
Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dispersibility

Dispersibility support:
Can be distributed on a
substrate

Dispersibility:
Dispersible in aqueous media

Explanation:
The expected dispersibility options of the particulate component are not supported by the
measurement technique. However, given that the trade form of the particulate component is
supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
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Dossier Report Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes
(MWCNTs)
Generated by the NanoDefiner e-tool which is part of the NanoDefine project. See
http://nanodefine.eu for more information. Any recommendations given and results determined by
the NanoDefiner are supplied without liability.

Dossier information

Name
Comment

Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs)
Definition of nanomaterials according to EU
recommendation 2011/696/EU:
MWCNTs - fiber

Sample information

Sample tested

Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs)
mono sample

Date

Thu Jul 27 17:15:48 CEST 2017

Institution

FH Dortmund

Person

Daniel Rosenkranz

Multi-type substance

No

1 of 12

Particulate component information
Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-382] Multi-Walled Carbon NanoTubes
Comment: –
Particulate component description incompleteness: 24%
Release of ions, atoms, molecues

No

Shape

Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥ 3)

Chemical composition

Carbon based

Particle size range

Unknown

Magnetism

Unknown

Multimodality

Unknown

Aggregation

Unknown

Agglomeration

Yes

Polydispersity

Moderate polydisperse

Composites

None

Electron beam sensitivity

No

Conductivity

Semi-conductive

Vacuum sensitivity

No

Fluorescence

Yes

Stable temperature

[0,500]

Dispersibility

Functionalisation

Dispersible in polar liquids
Dispersible in non-polar liquids
Can be distributed on a substrate
Yes

Trade form

Powder

Presence of different sized particles

Unknown

Light absorption

Yes

Dimension

2 small dimensions

2 of 12

Method information
BET
Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Comment

–

Preparation

None

Preparation comment

–

Technique description incompleteness

5%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Result

8nm

Technique uncertainty

13.0%

Argumentation

D50

Decision: Classified as nanomaterial.

Warning: This measurement technique may not yield reliable results if the material to be analysed
shows porous properties or severe states of aggregation / agglomeration.
Warning: Method results may be unreliable due to the following particulate component attributes
being unknown.
Attribute
Particle size range

Technique value
Analysis size range:
[1,10000]
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miniTEM-T1
Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Comment

–

Preparation

None

Preparation comment

–

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

Result

12nm

Technique uncertainty

8.0%

Argumentation

D50

Decision: Classified as nanomaterial.

Warning: Tier 1 if generic SOPs for sample preparation and image evaluation are used.
Warning: Method results may be unreliable due to the following particulate component attributes
being unknown.
Attribute
Particle size range

Technique value
Analysis size range:
[5,1000]
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Appendix
Glossary
Particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Im describes the percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. It is highly desireable to keep Im
low, as this has a positive influence on the reliability of recommendations.
Im <= 20% = Low incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im <= 50% = Moderate incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im > 50% = High incompleteness in the particulate component description
Weighted particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Îm describes the weighted percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. Given incompleteness for a
particulate component property, its weight for a measurement technique adjusts the impact of
incompleteness.
For instance, given that a measurement technique weights a certain material property 50%
instead of 100%, it only has half the impact on Îm than it has on Im. Given that a material property
is weighted 0% the incompleteness will not count for Îm.
This allows to lower or eliminate the impact of incompleteness for specific material properties that
are not relevant for a measurement technique. Given a high Um also a low Îm is possible. A low Îm is
generally more desireable than a low Im.
Îm <= 20% = Low weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm <= 50% = Moderate weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm > 50% = High weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
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Technique overview
Technique
AC-RI

Tier
Tier 1 (screening)

Available
Yes

Suitable
No

2%

WTI
1%

AC-turb

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

2%

1%

BET

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

5%

1%

DLS

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

2%

1%

miniTEM-T1

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

1%

0%

sprayDEMA

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

4%

1%

miniTEM-T2

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

1%

0%

SEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

TEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

AFM

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%
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TI

Unsuitability details
AC-RI
Name

Analytical Centrifugation, refractive index

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-382] Multi-Walled Carbon NanoTubes
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

24%

Technique
Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Functionalisation

Functionalisation support:
No

Functionalisation:
Yes

Explanation:
The expected functionalisation of particles in the particulate component may affect the reliability of
the measurement technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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AC-turb
Name

Analytical Centrifugation, turbidity

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-382] Multi-Walled Carbon NanoTubes
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

24%

Technique
Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Functionalisation

Functionalisation support:
No

Functionalisation:
Yes

Explanation:
The expected functionalisation of particles in the particulate component may affect the reliability of
the measurement technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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BET
Name

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

5%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-382] Multi-Walled Carbon NanoTubes
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Dispersibility

24%

Technique
Dispersibility support:
None

Material
Dispersibility:
Dispersible in polar liquids
Dispersible in non-polar liquids
Can be distributed on a
substrate

Explanation:
The expected dispersibility options of the particulate component are not supported by the
measurement technique. However, given that the trade form of the particulate component is
supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Functionalisation

Functionalisation support:
No

Functionalisation:
Yes

Explanation:
The expected functionalisation of particles in the particulate component may affect the reliability of
the measurement technique.
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DLS
Name

Dynamic Light Scattering

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

2%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-382] Multi-Walled Carbon NanoTubes
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

24%

Technique
Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Functionalisation

Functionalisation support:
No

Functionalisation:
Yes

Explanation:
The expected functionalisation of particles in the particulate component may affect the reliability of
the measurement technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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miniTEM-T1
Name

mini Transmission Electron Microscopy, Tier 1
settings

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

1%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

0%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-382] Multi-Walled Carbon NanoTubes
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Dimension

20%

Technique
Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Material
Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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sprayDEMA
Name

Spray Differential Electrical Mobility Analysis

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

4%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-382] Multi-Walled Carbon NanoTubes
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Shape

24%

Technique
Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Material
Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
Functionalisation

Functionalisation support:
No

Functionalisation:
Yes

Explanation:
The expected functionalisation of particles in the particulate component may affect the reliability of
the measurement technique.
Trade form

Trade form support:
Suspension

Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
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Dossier Report Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes
(MWCNTs)
Generated by the NanoDefiner e-tool which is part of the NanoDefine project. See
http://nanodefine.eu for more information. Any recommendations given and results determined by
the NanoDefiner are supplied without liability.

Dossier information

Name

Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs)

Comment

Definition of nanomaterials according to
EUrecommendation 2011/69/EU:
MWCNTs - fiber

Sample information

Sample tested

Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes (MWCNTs) multi
sample

Date

Thu Jul 27 17:28:28 CEST 2017

Institution

FH Dortmund

Person

Daniel Rosenkranz

Multi-type substance

Yes

1 of 6

Particulate component information
Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-382] Multi-Walled Carbon NanoTubes
Comment: IRMM-383 + standard addition of unknown MWCNTs
Particulate component description incompleteness: 14%
Release of ions, atoms, molecues

No

Shape

Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥ 3)

Particle size range

Unknown

Chemical composition

Carbon based

Magnetism

Unknown

Agglomeration

Yes

Multimodality

Unknown

Aggregation

Yes

Polydispersity

Highly polydisperse

Composites

A mix of two or more different materials

Electron beam sensitivity

No

Conductivity

Semi-conductive

Vacuum sensitivity

No

Fluorescence

Yes

Stable temperature

[0,500]

Functionalisation

No

Dispersibility

Trade form

Dispersible in polar liquids
Dispersible in non-polar liquids
Dispersible in material-specific media
Dispersible in aqueous media
Can be distributed on a substrate
Can be aerosolized
Powder

Presence of different sized particles

Yes

Light absorption

Yes

Dimension

2 small dimensions

2 of 6

Method information
BET
Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Comment

–

Preparation

None

Preparation comment

–

Technique description incompleteness

5%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Result

11nm

Technique uncertainty

30.0%

VSSA value

518

Argumentation

VSSA

Decision: Classified as nanomaterial.

Warning: This measurement technique may not yield reliable results if the material to be analysed
shows porous properties or severe states of aggregation / agglomeration.
Warning: Method results may be unreliable due to the following particulate component attributes
being unknown.
Attribute
Particle size range

Technique value
Analysis size range:
[1,10000]
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Appendix
Glossary
Particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Im describes the percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. It is highly desireable to keep Im
low, as this has a positive influence on the reliability of recommendations.
Im <= 20% = Low incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im <= 50% = Moderate incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im > 50% = High incompleteness in the particulate component description
Weighted particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Îm describes the weighted percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. Given incompleteness for a
particulate component property, its weight for a measurement technique adjusts the impact of
incompleteness.
For instance, given that a measurement technique weights a certain material property 50%
instead of 100%, it only has half the impact on Îm than it has on Im. Given that a material property
is weighted 0% the incompleteness will not count for Îm.
This allows to lower or eliminate the impact of incompleteness for specific material properties that
are not relevant for a measurement technique. Given a high Um also a low Îm is possible. A low Îm is
generally more desireable than a low Im.
Îm <= 20% = Low weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm <= 50% = Moderate weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm > 50% = High weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
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Technique overview
Technique
BET

Tier
Tier 1 (screening)

Available
Yes

Suitable
Yes

5%

WTI
1%

sprayDEMA

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

No

4%

1%

miniTEM-T2

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

1%

0%

SEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

TEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

AFM

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%
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TI

Unsuitability details
sprayDEMA
Name

Spray Differential Electrical Mobility Analysis

Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Technique description incompleteness

4%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Particulate component #1 based on [IRMM-382] Multi-Walled Carbon NanoTubes
Weighted particulate component description
incompleteness
Attribute
Trade form

14%

Technique
Trade form support:
Suspension

Material
Trade form:
Powder

Explanation:
The trade form of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement technique.
However, given that at least one of the expected dispersibility options of the particulate component
is supported by the measurement technique this circumstance does not affect its recommendation.
Dimension

Dimension support:
3 small dimensions

Dimension:
2 small dimensions

Explanation:
The expected number of small dimensions of the particulate component is not supported by the
measurement technique.
Shape

Shape support:
Equiaxial
Sphere or similar

Shape:
Tubes, fibres, rods (length:ø ≥
3)

Explanation:
The expected particle shape of the particulate component is not supported by the measurement
technique.
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Dossier Report JRC_NM-113_A
Generated by the NanoDefiner e-tool which is part of the NanoDefine project. See
http://nanodefine.eu for more information. Any recommendations given and results determined by
the NanoDefiner are supplied without liability.

Dossier information

Name

JRC_NM-113_A

Comment

ZnO

Sample information

Sample tested

JRC_NM-113_A mono sample

Date

Mon Jul 17 16:43:36 CEST 2017

Institution

FH Dortmund

Person

none none

Multi-type substance

No

1 of 6

Particulate component information
NM113_A
Comment: –
Particulate component description incompleteness: 24%
Release of ions, atoms, molecues

No

Shape

Unknown

Chemical composition

Inorganic

Particle size range

[50,1000]

Magnetism

None

Multimodality

Unknown

Aggregation

Unknown

Agglomeration

Unknown

Polydispersity

Moderate polydisperse

Composites

None

Electron beam sensitivity

No

Conductivity

Conductive

Vacuum sensitivity

No

Fluorescence

No

Stable temperature

Unknown

Dispersibility

Dispersible in polar liquids
Dispersible in non-polar liquids
Dispersible in aqueous media
Can be distributed on a substrate

Functionalisation

No

Trade form

Powder

Presence of different sized particles

No

Light absorption

No

Dimension

3 small dimensions

2 of 6

Method information
BET
Tier

Tier 1 (screening)

Comment

–

Preparation

None

Preparation comment

–

Technique description incompleteness

5%

Weighted technique description incompleteness

1%

Result

176nm

Technique uncertainty

0.0%

Argumentation

D50

Decision: Classified as borderline material.

Warning: This measurement technique may not yield reliable results if the material to be analysed
shows porous properties or severe states of aggregation / agglomeration.
Warning: Method results may be unreliable due to the following particulate component attributes
being unknown.
Attribute
Stable temperature

Technique value
Analysis temperature range:
[15,40]
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Appendix
Glossary
Particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Im describes the percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. It is highly desireable to keep Im
low, as this has a positive influence on the reliability of recommendations.
Im <= 20% = Low incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im <= 50% = Moderate incompleteness in the particulate component description
Im > 50% = High incompleteness in the particulate component description
Weighted particulate component description incompleteness
The measure Îm describes the weighted percentage presence of incompleteness in the particulate
component description and will be present in the dossier report. Given incompleteness for a
particulate component property, its weight for a measurement technique adjusts the impact of
incompleteness.
For instance, given that a measurement technique weights a certain material property 50%
instead of 100%, it only has half the impact on Îm than it has on Im. Given that a material property
is weighted 0% the incompleteness will not count for Îm.
This allows to lower or eliminate the impact of incompleteness for specific material properties that
are not relevant for a measurement technique. Given a high Um also a low Îm is possible. A low Îm is
generally more desireable than a low Im.
Îm <= 20% = Low weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm <= 50% = Moderate weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
Îm > 50% = High weighted particulate component description incompleteness for this
measurement techique
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Technique overview
Technique
AC-RI

Tier
Tier 1 (screening)

Available
Yes

Suitable
Yes

2%

WTI
1%

AC-turb

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

BET

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

Yes

5%

1%

DLS

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

miniTEM-T1

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

Yes

1%

0%

sprayDEMA

Tier 1 (screening)

Yes

Yes

4%

1%

miniTEM-T2

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

1%

0%

SEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

TEM

Tier 2 (confirmatory)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

AFM

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Yes

Yes

2%

1%

AFM-BASF

Potential tier 2 (not assessed)

Yes

Yes

1%

0%
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TI

Unsuitability details
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